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Since 2003, Fuorisalone.it has been the 
reference platform of the Fuorisalone, 
an event that together with the Salone del 
Mobile.Milano defines the Milano Design 
Week.
Fuorisalone.it is recognised and promoted by institutions and insiders as
the official platform and communication channel, a registered trademark
with extensions dedicated to China and Japan. 
Over the years, the platform has been chosen by companies operating 
in various product sectors and by designers for the promotion of brands, 
projects and events dedicated to Milan Design Week. 

Today, Fuorisalone.it is much more than that.
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Studiolabo and Fuorisalone.it
Studiolabo is a Milan-based company that has been involved in communication and concept 
design since 2003. It provides strategic consulting, branding and graphic design services, 
promotes and produces cultural events related to the world of design and territorial marketing, 
and is the author and creator of Fuorisalone.it and Brera Design District.

Fuorisalone.it was created as a platform for orientation during Milan Design Week in 2020, but 
because of the suspension of the physical event due to the pandemic, it has taken on a renewed 
role as the reference voice for design and project culture, both nationally and internationally. A 
place of experimentation for an all-digital dimension of design.

In 2021 the platform is revolutionized by becoming a true Design Guide - physical, digital and 
hybrid - active all year round with projects and activities related to design brands and beyond. 
The Events Guide will be active during Design Week with related tools and channels, becoming 
the official and reference tool for finding your way around the more than 1,000 events of Design 
Week.
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Many years of experience in serving clients, international brand value 
and in-depth knowledge of digital marketing and communication logics.

Why choose Fuorisalone.it

Fuorisalone.it represents something unique on 
an international level. 
The event that celebrates Milan as the Capital 
of International Design has confirmed its role 
also in 2020, the year in which the trade fair was 
cancelled for the first time, with a totally digital 
communication plan developed by Studiolabo.

The experience gained has made it possible to 
understand the value of the brand and the con-
text even beyond the 'moment' of the physical 
event, developing a new platform at the service 
of the public and customers that guarantees vi-
sibility on its tools and continuity over time, brin-
ging content, relations, and the culture of the 

project to the centre of the format. The current 
context requires: identity, relationships, flexibili-
ty, delocalisation, networking, multichannel. All 
ingredients at the basis of the platform.
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Fuorisalone.it speaks about design at 360°: from furniture design to tech, 
from service design to automotive, real estate, art, fashion as well as 
luxury, lifestyle, travel, well-being, sustainability.

How, when and what to communicate

The platform offers flexible solutions tailored 
according to the customer's needs.
You can choose to adhere to a standard 
communication package, which guarantees 
a presence on the different tools with direct 
visibility at the event, or define a dedicated 

communication plan, composing the different 
formats to be exploited throughout the year, 
whenever you wish. Studiolabo's expertise and 
knowledge of the context is shared with the 
client by offering a consultancy that supports 
and helps him make choices, optimising 

resources and creating new opportunities.
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Fuorisalone.it is a media that talks about design, architecture, art and 
lifestyle all year round. It reaches its peak during Design Week but aims 
to distribute its communication activities according to an always active 
editorial plan. The following data is composed by: reach of the event on 
the city of Milan, data of the Design Week 2023 period and estimated 
data for the year 2023.

The Fuorisalone.it platform

Design Week 2023 data
Data referring to the period February - April 
2023 useful to evaluate the Fuorisalone 
performance at the event.

Impact of the event on the 
city
It offers an overview of the impact that the 
event has on the city of Milan through data 
estimated by the Confcommercio Milano, Lodi, 
Monza and Brianza Studies Office in the Design 
Week period.Presences in the city, general and 
sectorial induced activities through the most 
used activities such as hospitality services, 
catering and shopping.

Estimated data for the year 
2023
An estimate of data that we expect to achieve 
in the year 2023 in our various communication 
tools.
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Impact of the event on the city of Milan
Record numbers for the 2023 edition of Salone del Mobile.Milano and 
Fuorisalone confirm their catalytic power.

A +15% (at the fair) and +25% (in the city) in attendance compared to 2022. 
307,000 registered users at the fair and an estimated 500,000 people in the city, relaunching the entire system in an 
international form.

According to the estimates of the Confcommercio Milano, Lodi, Monza and Brianza Studies Office, the induced 
activities generated this year by the Salone del Mobile saw a significant increase in all sectors compared to 2022.
For accommodation services, the increase was 38% with 80% of rooms occupied with an average stay of 3.4 days, 
for catering services 39.9%, for shopping 32.5%. In total, total revenue increased by 37.2% from 162.6 million in 
June 2022 to 223.2 million in April 2023.

In terms of visitor numbers, the attendance figures recorded at the Salone del Mobile and estimated in the city saw 
an increase in buyers and trade operators from abroad. China once again became the leading country after Italy, 
followed by Germany, France, the United States, Spain with Brazil and India in a tie.
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Web Site

+620k
Unique users

+ 3.5mln page views

Average session length 
03:28 minutes.

Instagram

160k
Followers (+20k since 2022)

- 9.9mln Impressions
- 4.5mln Reach
- 149 Published posts
- 29k Media impressions
- 27k Media reach

- 67% women
- 33% men

- 66% of followers are 25-
44 years old
- 40% of followers are from 
Milan

Facebook

41k
Likes (+300 since 2022)

- 1.4mln Impressions
- 937k Reach
. 54k Page engagement
- 215 Published posts
- 2.4 Media impressions
- 2k Media reach

- 68% women
- 32% men

- 68% of followers are 25-
44 years old
- 56% of followers are 
from Milan

LinkedIn

5,7k
Followers (+600 since 2022)

- 55k Impressions
- 24k Reach 
- 103 Published posts
- 560 Media impressions

- 33% of followers are from 
Milan

Newsletter

31,7k
Totals between B2B and B2C

The numbers generated by Fuorisalone.it during the event

. 20k Contacts interested 
in receiving B2B 
communications
. 44% Open rate 
. 3.6% Click rate
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The actual numbers achieved in the year 2023

Sito Web

+970k
Utenti unici

+ 4,8mln di pagine viste

Durata sessione media 
03:28 minuti.

Instagram

13,9mln
Impressions

. 161k Followers

. 7.8 mln Reach

. 24.3k Media impressions

. 22.2k Media reach

Facebook

1,9mln
Impressions

. 44.900 Followers

. 1.1 mln Reach

. 74.9k Page engagement

. 1.9k Media impressions

. 1.8k Media reach

LinkedIn

145k
Impressions

. 6k Followers

. 68k Reach

. 75k Page engagement

. 450 Media impressions

. 33% dei followers 
è di Milano

Newsletter

30K 

43%

2%

Open rate

Clic rate

Contatti tra B2C e B2B
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Annual growth graph 2022/2023
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2,660

Brazil / 0,7%

Our audience

Germany / 1.46%
     

United States / 2%     

Switzerland / 1.36% 

Spain / 1.06% 

UK / 1.05% 

France / 1.32% 

14,612
6,641

6,951

6,151

9,112

3,778

8,558

624,335

Brazil / 0,7%

Italy / 83%     

Users

58%

Traffic

Average follower data

54%

Women

is 25/34 years old

42%

39%

Men

is from Milan

Fuorisalone.it community reference data representative of the year 2021

Netherland / 0.75% 
4,720

2,872

South Korea / 0.46%     
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The tools at your disposal

· Website
· Event Guide
· Brand & Designer
· Itineraries
· Landing page/mini website

· News
· Appointments
· Stories
· World Design Events

· Series
· Interviews
· Documentaries
· Talk
· Meets
· Products and Brands

· L'indispensabile
Insight into the week's topics

· Osservatorio
Spotlight on trends and 
strategies from a B2B 
perspective

· DayByDay
The unmissable events of 
Milan Design Week

· Dem
Dedicated communications 
for your brand

Event Guide

Digital contents and 
events in the Milan area.

Magazine

News and insights 
for staying updated 
on everything that is 
happening in design. 

Digital TV

Undemanding live 
programme content 
during events.

Newsletter

Selected, formatted and 
directed communication 
to the public.

· Instagram
· Facebook 
· LinkedIn
· Pinterest

Social Media

Purpose-built digital 
content based on the 
tool and target audience 
to be reached.

- Website
- Agenda
- Event caption
- Share event
- Save to favourites

Milano Design Agenda

Events all year round in 
Milan.
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Milano Design Agenda
Fuorisalone.it's new digital tool that keeps you updated all year round on events in the city. 
A calendar organised day by day that anticipates future appointments and is constantly updated on current ones.
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- View scheduled and ongoing events
- Share the event with your network, on social media or with messaging apps
- Save each appointment in your private area once logged in
- Orient yourself on the map of Milan to discover the nearest appointments

With Milano Design Agenda you can
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Not only Milan, the Fuorisalone network is global and aims to involve a 
broad audience, responding to the challenges of innovation and culture.

· WeChat
· Weibo 
· Miniprogram

· Events
· Community 
· Projects Italy/Japan

Fuorisalone China

The best of Italian desi-
gn on WeChat and Wei-
bo.

Fuorisalone Japan

The design network 
between Italy and 
Japan.

International Collaborations

We are an active part of the 
international design network.

Shenzen

Chile

Osaka

Shanghai

Cairo
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dedicated to the promotion of: services, projects, products and 
locations.
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Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it
We offer the possibility of promoting services in different areas 
(e.g. financial, transport, logistics, training) that are useful for our 
community.

Intro

Do you aim to promote a service and company 
values to reach a new community related to 
the world of design and architecture?

Our company can guide you through careful 
consultancy by proposing project concepts and 
an editorial plan that defines the most functional 
activities to achieve the objective. Depending 
on the nature of the service (financial, transport, 
logistical, educational...) we propose a different 
communication and diffusion plan to facilitate its 
distribution.
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Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Web platforn
Newsletter
Magazine
Social
e.Reporter

What we can do together Tools that can be used

The range of activities that our platform offers, 
for the telling of a service and its values, are 
many. There is the possibility of creating 
editorial content for our community of readers 
supported by social campaigns with the creation 
of graphic cards and vertical newsletters. 
Possibility of producing photo/video content as 
a story of the service and its use through the 
involvement of content creators (or e.Reporters) 
who increase its value and perception through 
stories or video reels on the main social media 
and/or through thematic photo reports. 
For tangible services, there is also the possibility 

of publicising the product offered through 
screen and script placements (visual and verbal) 
embedded in photo/video activities with a 
different context and narrative. 
The creation of information pages that persist 
on the platform, in the case of partner services, 
which the user can always intercept throughout 
the year and request information from the direct 
contact person. 
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Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

The cost is purely indicative and may vary depending on the tools chosen for the 
story, the number of activities and releases foreseen in the editorial plan and the type 
of production required.

From To

Case history Investment

5.000/18.000 €
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Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Swapfiets
1/4

ADV campaign to support Swapfiets bike subscriptions
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How to promote: storytelling about sustainability, 
promotion of the service for getting around the city 
during the Fuorisalone and beyond.

- Promotion of the brand values, which proposes a new 
model of gentle mobility within the urban fabric;

- Promotion of the all-inclusive subscription service, to 
get around during Milan Design Week and beyond.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community through 
the development of branded content that tells the 
brand values beyond the product. Emphasise the green 
values of the brand, promoter of a new lifestyle under 
the banner of sustainable mobility and reuse in urban 
mobility;

- Generate attention with targeted call-to-actions that 
aim to expand Swapfiets' catchment area in the Milan 
area;

- Involve and stimulate the community on the topic of 
sustainable architecture by activating social channels.

The brief The goals

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Swapfiets
2/4
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The choice was to focus on telling the story of the 
Dutch start-up founded in 2014 and its sustainability 
values, already dubbed the Netflix of bicycles. 

It' an all-inclusive subscription service that allows you 
to rent traditional or electric bicycles. This service 
already exists in Europe and has recently landed in the 
city of Milan.

- Production of a branded article in Fuorisalone 
Magazine: an interview with Richard Burger, founder 
and sustainability director of Swapfiets;
 
- Production of a DEM newsletter addressed to the 
B2C database with all the details of the service;

- Sharing of articles on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of an image gallery on Instagram, 
highlighting the strong point of the project: circularity;

- Presence of a box within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event with Instagram Reel 
landing.

The concept The production

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Swapfiets
3/4
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Editorial article Dedicated NL Box NL L'indispensabile Instagram story

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Swapfiets
4/4
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Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Helbiz
1/4

Presentation of the Helbiz Kitchen service
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How to promote: a new food delivery service in Milan 
and shared mobility.

- Promotion of the brand's values: a delivery service 
focused on sustainability with electric scooters;
- Promotion of the Helbiz mobility subscription service 
in the city of Milan.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community through 
the development of branded content that tells the 
brand values beyond the product. Emphasise the green 
values of the brand, promoter of a new lifestyle under 
the banner of sustainable mobility and reuse in urban 
mobility;

- Involve and publicise the new food delivery service;

- Generate attention with targeted call-to-actions 
aimed at expanding Helbiz's catchment area in the 
Milan area.

The brief The goals

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Helbiz
2/4
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The choice was to focus on telling the story of the 
world of ghost kitchens, narrating the design and 
architectural aspect to the Fuorisalone community. 

At the same time, we highlighted the social and 
lifestyle elements linked to the food delivery 
phenomenon.

- Involvement of 30 relevant figures (designers, 
curators, influencers, content creators) in the Milan 
area, who received a gift box with a full meal from 
Helbiz and made Instagram Stories of thanks;

- Realisation of a branded article in Fuorisalone 
Magazine: an interview with Cipriani Foresio, Chief 
Marketing Officer of Helbiz;

- Sharing of the article on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);
 
- Production of a DEM newsletter addressed to the 
B2C database with all the details of the service;

- Presence of a box within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event with Instagram Reel 
landing.

The concept The production

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Helbiz
3/4
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Editorial article Dedicated NL Instagram story

Facebook post

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Helbiz
4/4
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Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Etica
1/4

Illustrations promoting sustainability-related content promoted by Banca Etica
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How to promote: a financial service.

- Promoting the values and principles that guide the 
activities of Banca Etica.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community by 
telling the dimension of ethical finance, highlighting 
the differences with sustainable finance models;

- Generating attention and raising awareness of the 
Banca Etica universe.

The brief The goals

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Etica
2/4
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The choice was to tell the value of ethical finance 
models, exemplifying to the Fuorisalone community 
what are the basic tools to orient oneself in the world 
of ethical finance. 
In particular, we thought of telling the key concepts/
values linked to Banca Etica.

- Production of a branded article each month in 
Fuorisalone Magazine that explores one of the topics 
related to ethical finance;

- Sharing of the article on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Presence of the branded article in the weekly 
newsletter L'indispensabile destined for the B2C 
database with an ad hoc graphic box.

The concept The production

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Etica
3/4
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Editorial article Box NL L'indispensabile

Facebook post

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Etica
4/4

Instagram story
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Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Sella
1/5

Sella Foundation at the Lanificio Maurizio Sella and Banca Sella headquarters in Milan
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How to promote: a financial service.

- Promotion of Banca Sella's sustainability values, 
with a focus on energy efficiency through the 110% 
Superbonus.

- Reaching the Design Week community through 
a story that generates interest and highlights the 
features of access to the 110% Superbonus;

- Generate attention and raise awareness of the Banca 
Sella universe.

The brief The goals

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Sella
2/5
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Through the 'Inhabiting Change' project, the theme 
of change as a central element for improving our 
lives was addressed. The 110% Superbonus as an 
opportunity: a tax break for renovation work that 
improves the energy efficiency of buildings.

- Production of a branded article introducing the 
collaboration and presenting the project "Living the 
change" to the community;

- Production of a branded article addressing the topic 
"How much does change matter?", highlighting how 
our every action produces CO2 and consequently 
pollutes;

- Sharing of articles on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of ad-hoc graphic Instagram stories on the 
theme "How much does change matter?"

- Presence of the branded article within the weekly 
newsletter L'indispensabile intended for the B2C 
database with an ad hoc graphic box;
- Production of a DEM newsletter dedicated to the 

110% Superbonus;

- Presence of a banner on the Fuorisalone.it 
homepage;

- Presence of a dedicated box in the daily newsletter 
during Milan Design Week;

- Coverage during Design Week of the info points 
dedicated to the 110% Superbonus in the Milan 
branches through the activation of content creators.

The concept The production

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Sella
3/5
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Event page Event brand Editorial article

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Sella
4/5

Dedicated NL
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Box NL Lindispensabile Instagram story Instagram story

Promoting a service with Fuorisalone.it

Banca Sella
5/5

Facebook post
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Strategic consultancy and content production aimed at 
promoting events, exhibitions or projects in Milan and 
elsewhere, during the course of the year and/or during Design 
Week. 

Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

Intro

Do you have the goal of promoting an 
exhibition, show or project to reach design 
lovers and the entire Fuorisalone.it community 
of insiders?

Through careful consultancy, we can propose a 
communication plan dedicated to your branding 
and content dissemination objectives over a 
short or longer period, with a focus before, 

during and after Milan Design Week.
Depending on the budget and the type of 
project, a precise positioning on our platform 
can be studied, and teasing activities can be 
envisaged aimed at greater press coverage 
during the launch period, taking advantage 
of the media attention and the annual press 
conference we organise.
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Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

What we can do together

There are numerous solutions that we can 
study for the telling of an event or project: 
production of editorial content with publication 
in the magazine, social activities to promote 
and disseminate the content through stories 
cards or classic post feeds on social channels. 
Engagement of an external content creator or a 
selected group of e.Reporters who, through ad-
hoc thematic photo/video content, can give a 
personal point of view and account of the event/
activity with dissemination also to their own 
community of followers. Use of the multi-article 

newsletter with a dedicated box and dedicated 
newsletter in case you want to make a focus 
or create an engagement of participation in 
targeted activities, inclusion of the event within 
our dedicated event guide and activation of 
highlight positions of your choice such as 
slideshows, highlights bands, fixed banners or 
with specific search tags, significant presence 
in the material dedicated to press officers and 
during the launch press conference.

Web platform
Newsletter
Magazine
Social
Highlights banner
Press Kit
e.Reporter

Tools that can be used
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The cost is purely indicative and may vary depending on the tools chosen for the 
story, the number of activities and outings planned and the type of production 
required.

From To

Case history Investment

15.000/50.000 €

Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it
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Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

BOTTEGA VENETA - Vieni a vedere 
1/4

Exhibition at the Bottega Veneta Milan showroom
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Promoting an event during the Fuorisalone week 
through a digital campaign.

- Optimise participation in the event during Design 
Week; 
- Position the brand within Design Week; 
- Generate brand awareness.

The brief The goals

Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

BOTTEGA VENETA - Vieni a vedere
2/4
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The choice was to use creativity provided by Bottega 
Veneta, working on ad hoc targeting to reach a 
selected audience interested in the proposed content.

- Activation of a dark Instagram campaign, with 
target segmentation based on precise customer 
specifications.

The concept The production

Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

BOTTEGA VENETA - Vieni a vedere
3/4
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Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

BOTTEGA VENETA - Vieni a vedere
4/4
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Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

Valcucine - “LE3DERS"
1/5

Exhibition at the Valcucine Milan Brera showroom
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How to promote: sustainability storytelling, promotion 
of new products, exhibition at the Fuorisalone.

- Promotion of Valcucine's sustainability objectives, a 
value that has been part of the brand's DNA for over 40 
years;

- Promotion of "Sustainability beyond space and time", 
the brand's approach to the Milan Design Week;

- Promotion of the 'LE3DERS' exhibition, hosted in 
the Milan showroom, dedicated to LEED-certified 
architectures in the world.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community through 
the development of branded content telling the 
brand values beyond the product, distributed in two 
phases: launching in advance of the event to generate 
attention, direct promotion of the event during the 
event;

- Generating traffic to the "LE3DERS" exhibition during 
Milan Design Week;

- Involving and stimulating the community on the 
theme of sustainable architecture by activating social 
channels.

The brief The goals

Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

Valcucine - “LE3DERS"
2/5
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The choice was to focus on the message and tell 
the story of the company's ongoing commitment to 
sustainable production. 

To do this, we created a series of branded contents 
with an architectural theme, in the magazine and on 
the Instagram channel, distributing the releases within 
an editorial plan that anticipated the event by 45 days.

- Creation of branded articles in Fuorisalone Magazine: 
a news item dedicated to the city of Milan, included 
among the top 5 cities in Europe for number of 
sustainable buildings; an in-depth article dedicated 
to green architecture to be discovered in Milan; an 
article dedicated to the "LE3DERS" exhibition to be 
discovered through augmented reality;
 
- Creation of a featured event card within the 
Fuorisalone.it Event Guide;

- Presence of the event card within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event;

- Sharing of articles on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of an ad hoc Instagram Reel, with the 
involvement of a content creator, dedicated to the 

theme of LEED certification in architecture;

- Presence of a box within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event with Instagram Reel 
landing.

The concept The production

Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

Valcucine - “LE3DERS"
3/5
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Project page Event page Brand page Editorial article

Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

Valcucine - “LE3DERS"
4/5
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Box NL DaybyDay Box NL L'indispensabile Instagram reel Instagram and Facebook post

Promoting a project or an event with Fuorisalone.it

Valcucine - “LE3DERS"
5/5
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Strategic consultancy aimed at defining a concept and related 
communication plan in order to promote the launch of a new 
product or service to our community both during design week 
and throughout the year.

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Intro

Are you promoting a new collection or special 
collaboration, launching an innovative product 
(design or non-design sector) or service and 
would like to reach the Fuorisalone audience?

Thanks to a dedicated consultancy, we are 
able to offer our customers targeted solutions, 
to develop project concepts designed for the 
context, and to translate them into the different 

formats proposed in our editorial plan.
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We platform
Newsletter
Magazine
Social
Highlights banner
e.Reporter

Tools that can be used

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

What we can do together

There are various activities and possibilities that 
we can implement for the launch of a product 
during the year or in conjunction with Milan 
Design Week: production of editorial content 
such as interviews with relevant figures in the 
company or designers who have collaborated 
on the creation of the product with consequent 
publication in the online magazine, social 
activities to promote the content through stories 
cards or classic post feeds to support the social 
channels, creation of ad-hoc content by content 
creators or e.Reporter Fuorisalone that through 
testing and use of the product can validate the 
positioning and its perception. 
Production of dedicated newsletters or boxes 
promoting the product within the multi-
article newsletter or The Indispensable, also 

associating discount codes if purchase is the 
objective. 
Insertion of the product card within our 
dedicated event guide if there is an associated 
launch event with linking of the brand and 
designer card, activation of highlight positions 
of your choice such as slideshows, highlights, 
fixed banners or with specific tag search if there 
are values, keywords to be enhanced within the 
platform for associated content. Possibility of 
making the product available to a small number 
of influencers or specific targets with testing 
in advance. Commissioning the strategy and 
production of extra content and media to be 
used as ADV advertising during the product 
launch campaign or at other times.
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Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

The cost is purely indicative and may vary depending on the tools chosen for the 
story, the number of activities and outings planned and the type of production 
required.

From To

Case history Investment

5.000/40.000 €
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Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Nike ISPA
1/5

Shots from the Nike ISPA model shooting
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Promoting the launch of a new collection, the 
production of a report related to sustainability issues 
and ultimately generating interest in the installation at 
Milan Design Week.

- Launch of the new Impact Report FY21, celebrating 
20 years of reporting on Nike's environmental impact.

- Promotion and launch of a new product. 
ISPA (Improvise, Scavenge, Protect, Adapt) trainers: 
two revolutionary models, Link and Link Axis, with 
which Nike accelerates its journey towards a circular, 
zero-carbon, zero-waste future. (Sustainability, 
Regeneration, Circular Economy).

- Promotion of the D-iSPA-ssembly Park installation, 
celebrating the shoe designed on the circular design 
principle of disassembly. ISPA trainers are presented 
during Milan Design Week in the Dropcity spaces.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community 
through the development of branded content that 
tells the brand values beyond the product, distributed 
in two phases: launching in advance of the event to 
generate attention, direct promotion of the event 
during Design Week.

- Generating traffic to the installation during the days 
of Design Week.

- Involve and stimulate the community in a debate 
on the theme of circular economy by activating social 
social channels.

The brief The goals

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Nike ISPA
2/5
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The choice was to focus on the message 
and the product, involving the Chief Sustainability 
Officer of Nike in order to emphasise the most relevant 
aspects of the project and the path undertaken by the 
brand.

Giving support to the message by promoting collateral 
activities in which the brand was involved, relevant 
to our community, distributed in an editorial plan that 
anticipated the event by 45 days, making the most of 
our different tools.

- Production of branded articles on Fuorisalone 
Magazine: news dedicated to the "Plastic: Remaking 
Our World" exhibition at the Vitra Design Museum; 
interview with the designer who designed the new 
ISPA trainers; interview with Noel Kinder, Chief 
Sustainability Officer, on Nike's new strategy; article on 
the Serena Williams Building, a new building designed 
by Skylab and Mark Parker;
 
- creation of featured event in the Fuorisalone.it Events 
Guide;
 
- Creation of a dem newsletter promoting the D-iSPA-
ssembly Park event;

- Presence of the event card within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event;

- Sharing of articles on social channels Facebook, 

Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creating Instagram Stories during one of the 
workshops offered by Nike during the "D-iSPA-ssembly 
Park" event;

- Creation of an image gallery in the Instagram, with 
storytelling dedicated to the new ISPAs.

The concept The production

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Nike ISPA
3/5
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Event page Box in multievent article Editorial article Box NL DaybyDay

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Nike ISPA
4/5
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Dedicated NL Box NL L'indispensabile Instagram story Instagram and Facebook post

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Nike ISPA
5/5
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Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Hendrick’s
1/4

Installation and backstage promotional activities related to Hendrick's
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How to promote: an extra Milan Design Week activity 
and installation.

Promotion of the 'Neptunia Gin by Hendrick's' project, 
which involved the creation of a green artwork by artist 
and designer Matteo Cibic.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community through 
an engaging narrative that speaks to the city of Milan 
about sustainability through the installation designed 
by Matteo Cibic, thanks also to the involvement of 
zeroCO2 and Worldrise associations together with 
Hendrick's Gin and eight Milanese venues;

- Generating attention and raising awareness of the 
Hendricks's world.

The brief The goals

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Hendrick’s
2/4
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The decision was made to make an art video in 
collaboration with director Patrizio Sacco inside the 
Brera Design Apartment. The protagonist is the artist 
and designer Matteo Cibic, author of the installation 
"Neptunia Gin by Hendrick's".

- Realisation of a teasing video that anticipates and 
reveals the artwork realised by Matteo Cibic;

- Realisation of stage photographs during the 
recording of the video project, to be used in the 
communication phase;

- Sharing of the video on Fuorisalone TV;

- Sharing of the video in Reels format on Fuorisalone's 
Instagram channel;

- Production of a branded article dedicated to the story 
of the "Neptunia Gin by Hendrick's" project;

- Sharing of the article on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of a dem newsletter promoting the 

"Neptunia Gin by Hendrick's" project;

- Presence in the weekly newsletter L'indispensabile.

The concept The production

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Hendrick’s
3/4
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Editorial article Box NL L'indispensabile

Video page Fuorisalone TV

Instagram and Facebook post

Promoting or launching a product with Fuorisalone.it

Hendrick’s
4/4
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Intro

Do you have the objective of promoting an 
event space and the services offered to 
reach the Fuorisalone.it community made 
up of industry insiders but also pr and event 
agencies?

Our organisation can propose an editorial plan 
that defines the promotion and communication 
activities of the space and its uses. Depending 

on the type of space, its peculiarities, and the 
services offered, a different communication plan 
is proposed, aimed at creating a narrative of 
the place, also based on the previous activities 
hosted through in-depth content related to the 
brand and the place, and campaigns aimed at 
a B2B audience with the intent of generating 
traffic and interest in the structure and the 
manager.

Promoting a location with Fuorisalone.it
We offer the possibility of promoting venues and spaces for 
events both in Milan and oriented towards design week or other 
events.
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Promoting a location with Fuorisalone.it

Piattaforma web
Newsletter
Magazine
Social

What we can do together Tools that can be used

The possibilities our platform offers for telling 
the story of a service and its values are: creation 
of editorial content with supporting social 
campaigns and newsletters. Possibility of 
producing photo/video content as a tale of the 
place. 

Creation of information pages (landing pages) 
that clearly and comprehensively describe the 
DNA of the place and that can serve as a landing 
page for any social/digital campaigns.
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Promoting a location with Fuorisalone.it

The cost is purely indicative and may vary depending on the tools chosen for the 
story, the number of activities and outputs planned and the type of production 
required.

Case history Investment

From To

3.500/8.500 €
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Promoting a location with Fuorisalone.it

Location Valetellina 25 and The Cloud
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Editorial article Dedicated NL Box NL L'indispensabile Instagram story

Case history

The Cloud
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Case history
Fuorisalone.it's experience with international clients allows us to
identify the most suitable activity and content to achieve the best results
in a targeted way.
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Reference goals
We develop digital strategies by designing them according to objectives 
and needs, and then define a targeted action plan.

M
ED

IA
 K

IT
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You aim to make your brand known to a wider audience through 
creative content that activates engagement.

To do this, in collaboration with our team 
of content creators, we are able to develop 
creative content on Instagram designed for the 
Reel and Stories format.

Social
Content Creator

Tools that can be usedWhat we can do

Through a tailor-made strategy we can build a 
series of contents that can create engagement 
and reach the Design Week community, during, 
before or after the event. A tailor-made path that 
can position and tell the brand values beyond 
the product.

Promote your brand with tailored social content
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You aim to enlarge your catchment area and make an event 
known to a select audience of young, dynamic design lovers.

Promote your event in synergy with our influencers

What we can do

The offer involves 10 influencers selected by 
Flatmates being present at different times at the 
Fuorisalone event, interacting and publishing 
content on their channels. Each influencer will 
promote 2/3 contents on Instagram/Tik Tok with 
brand mention.

The selected influencers are Italian, specialised 
in different topics and well profiled, from 
lifestyle to architecture via travel. The brands 
will thus be able to access a new, broad 
audience that is genuinely interested in getting 
to know them.

Social
Content Creator

Tools that can be used
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Brief, objectives, concept and production.
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Case history

Strategy Innovation
1/4

Hackathon at Combo Venice
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How to promote: a hackathon involving young 
students

- Event promotion: a hackathon entitled "Spaces and 
Times of Living" by Strategy Innovation, at Combo 
Venezia, where 14 young designers from the Iuav 
University of Venice shared spaces and times for 36 
hours.

- Promoting the values and principles that guide the 
Strategy Innovation project.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community 
by recounting the collaborative dimension of 
the hackathon: an intensive experience that saw 
participants from different backgrounds engage with 
areas such as sociology and psychology thanks to the 
expertise brought by Strategy Innovation;

- Generating attention and publicising the activities of 
the IUAV University.

The brief The goals

Case history

Strategy Innovation
2/4
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The choice was to narrate the opportunity generated 
by IUAV University and Strategy Innovation through 
the involvement of young designers in an intensive full 
immersion format.

- Realisation of a branded article on Fuorisalone 
Magazine dedicated to the hackaton at the Crociferi in 
Venice;

- Production of a branded article in Fuorisalone 
Magazine: an interview with Everel, a company 
specialised in the production of electronic and 
electromechanical components, which participated in 
the project with one of its designers.

- Sharing of the articles on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of storytelling about the hackathon through 
a series of Instagram stories with shots taken live 
during the event;

- Presence of the branded article within the weekly 
newsletter L'indispensabile aimed at the B2C 

database;

- Presence of the interview within the Osservatorio 
newsletter intended for the B2B database;

- Presence of the hackaton best-of video on 
Fuorisalone TV.

The concept The production

Case history

Strategy Innovation
3/4
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Editorial article Dedicated NL Box NL L'indispensabile Facebook post

Case history

Strategy Innovation
4/4
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Case history

Teva
1/5

Images supporting the Teva campaign
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How to promote: a graphic design within an existing 
product

- Promoting brand innovation in drug packaging: the 
case of Teva.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community through 
a story that shows the importance of brand image and 
graphics applied to the pharmaceutical world;

- Generate attention and raise awareness of the Teva 
world.

The brief The goals

Case history

Teva
2/5
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Through two targeted interviews, it was decided to 
give space to the theme of graphic innovation a story 
of the evolution of drug packaging to encourage 
more correct and conscious taking of medicines, thus 
facilitating adherence to therapy.

- Production of a branded article introducing the new 
graphics for Teva branded drug packaging. Interview 
with Umberto Comberiati, Business Unit Head of Teva 
Italia;

- Production of a branded article explaining 
what it means to innovate communication in the 
pharmaceutical field;

- Sharing of articles on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of a dem newsletter promoting the digital 
event 'Teva for you. When design is at the service of 
health".

- Presence of the event card within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event.

The concept The production

Case history

Teva
3/5
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Event page Brand page Editorial article Dedicated NL

Case history

Teva
4/5
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Box NL DaybyDay Box NL L'indispensabile Instagram story

Facebook post

Case history

Teva
5/5
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Case history

IKEA Festival
1/5

IKEA Festival 2022 - BASE Milano
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How to promote: an event during Milan Design Week

- Promotion of the IKEA Festival, hosted in the BASE 
spaces.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community, inviting 
them to take part in the event, including talks and 
exhibitions;

- Consolidate attention and raise awareness of the 
innovations of the IKEA world within the framework of 
the Milan Design Week.

The brief The goals

Case history

IKEA Festival
2/5
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Through the creation of branded content, it was 
decided to tell the news of the event, which this 
year dealt with the theme of the future of retail and 
design, investigating how people's relationship with 
their homes has evolved and showing how to improve 
everyday life by living the domestic spaces in a 
conscious way.

- Production of a branded article dedicated to the 
Festival;

- Sharing the article articles on social channels 
Facebook, Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of an event card dedicated to the Festival;

- Presence of the event card within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event;

- Presence of a banner on the homepage and in the 
Events section;

- DEM newsletter dedicated to the Festival.

The concept The production

Case history

IKEA Festival
3/5
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Event page Box in multievent article Editorial article Box NL DaybyDay

Case history

IKEA Festival
4/5
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Dedicated NL

Video page Fuorisalone TV

Instagram story Instagram and Facebook post

Case history

IKEA Festival
5/5
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Case history

Timberland
1/5

Floating Forest 2022 - Darsena Milano
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How to promote: an installation during Milan Design 
Week

- Promotion of the Floating Forest installation by 
Stefano Boeri Interiors.

- Reaching out to the Design Week community, inviting 
them to discover and immerse themselves in the 
floating installation.

- Promoting the values of sustainability, an integral 
part of the brand, conveyed during Milan Design Week 
through the installation.

The brief The goals

Case history

Timberland
2/5
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Through the creation of branded content, it was 
decided to tell the story of Floating Forest: a floating 
multisensory forest, created as an independent 
ecosystem on the water of Milan's Darsena, for a 
greener city.

- Production of a branded article dedicated to the 
installation;

- Presence of the article in the weekly newsletter 
L'indispensabile;

- Sharing of the article on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of an event card dedicated to the installation

- Presence of the event card within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event;

- Presence of a banner on the homepage and in the 
Events section;

- DEM newsletter dedicated to the installation.

The concept The production

Case history

Timberland
3/5
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Event page Brand page Box in multievent article Editorial article

Case history

Timberland
4/5
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Dedicated NL Box NL L'indispensabile

Video page Fuorisalone TV

Instagram and Faceboox post

Case history

Timberland
5/5
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Case history

Baglioni Hotels & Resorts
1/4

Bagliono Hotels & Resorts Milano
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How to promote: opening a new hotel

- Promoting the opening of the new Baglioni Hotels, 
signed Spagnulo & Partner, which will take place by the 
end of the year.

- Generating traffic to the exhibition during Design 
Week.

- Activate the Design Week community by previewing 
the Baglioni Hotels project through an art event open 
to all.

The brief The goals

Case history

Baglioni Hotels & Resorts
2/4
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Through the creation of branded content, it was 
decided to narrate the art exhibition IN-BETWEEN. Tra 
Arte e Design hosted at the hotel site during the Milano 
Design Week. An itinerary curated by the Spagnulo & 
Partners studio that describes the delicate relationship 
between art and design.

- Creation of a branded article dedicated to the 
exhibition;

- Production of a branded article dedicated to the 
official opening of the hotel;

- Presence of the articles in the weekly newsletter 
L'indispensabile;

- Sharing of articles on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of an event card dedicated to the exhibition;;

- Presence of the event card within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the exhibition;

- Presence of a banner on the homepage and in the 

Events section;

- DEM newsletter dedicated to the exhibition.

The concept The production

Case history

Baglioni Hotels & Resorts
3/4
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Case history

Baglioni Hotels & Resorts
4/4

Event page Editorial article Box NL DaybyDay Instagram and Facebook post
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Case history

Saucony
1/5

Wall Saucony Corso Garibaldi Milan and product shooting
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How to promote: new product launch, installation at 
Fuorisalone

- Promotion of the 30th anniversary of the iconic 
SHADOW 6000 trainer. 

- Promotion of the installation realised on the occasion 
of Milan Design Week: an 80 square metre mural in 
the Brera Design District signed by the street artist 
EricsOne.

- Reach out to the Design Week community through 
the development of branded content telling the brand 
values;

- Generate traffic to the installation during Design 
Week.

The brief The goals

Case history

Saucony
2/5
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The Californian brand's relationship with design and 
creativity was illustrated by unveiling the collaboration 
with street artist EricsOne and the trainer proposed 
for the occasion in an exclusive limited edition that 
interprets the classic version of the original model in a 
modern key.

- Creation of branded articles in Fuorisalone Magazine: 
a news item dedicated to the anniversary of the 
SHADOW 6000 trainer and an interview with EricsOne, 
Milanese artist born in 1983, author of the work in the 
Brera Design District;

- Creation of a featured event card within the 
Fuorisalone.it Events Guide.
 
- Creation of a dem newsletter promoting the event;

- Presence of the event card within the daily newsletter 
(DayByDay) during the event.

- Sharing of articles on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories).

The concept The production

Case history

Saucony
3/5
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Event page Brand page Editorial article Box NL DaybyDay

Case history

Saucony
4/5
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Dedicated NL Instagram story Instagram story Instagram and Facebook post

Case history

Saucony
5/5
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Case history

Faema
1/5

Images from FAEMA promo videos 
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How to promote: launching a product at Milan Design 
Week 

- Promotion of Faemina, the new coffee machine with 
which Faema enters the Home and Small Business 
segment for the first time

- Reaching out to the Design Week community through 
an engaging narrative that showcases Faemina's 
innovation and design features, able to offer an 
excellent performance in terms of quality to both 
coffee experts and those who aspire to a complete, 
high-level emotional coffee experience.

- Generate attention and raise awareness of the Faema 
world.

The brief The goals

Case history

Faema
2/5
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It was decided to make an author's video in 
collaboration with director Patrizio Sacco and thanks 
to the involvement of four eclectic figures from the 
worlds of design, fashion, graphics, art and food: Fabio 
Fantolino (designer and architect), Francesco Franchi 
(Art director), Nic a Ricciardi (Miart director), Luisa 
Bertoldo (P.R.) and Andrea Vigna (Chef).

- Realisation of the video series Un caffè al Fuorisalone;

- Sharing of the series on Fuorisalone TV;

- Sharing of the series on Furisalone's Instagram 
channel;

- Production of a branded article dedicated to the story 
of the Un caffè al Fuorisalone project;

- Sharing of the article on social channels Facebook, 
Linkedin and Instagram (via Stories);

- Creation of a dem newsletter promoting the Un caffè 
al Fuorisalone project;

- Presence in the weekly newsletter L'indispensabile.

The concept The production

Case history

Faema
3/5
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Event page Box NL DaybyDay Box ADV NL L'indispensabile

Case history

Faema
4/5

Dedicated NL
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Case history

Faema
5/5

Fuorisalone TV page - Video Serie

Fuorisalone TV Video page

Instagram and facebook postInstagram story
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Via Palermo, 1
20121 - Milano

T. (+39) 02 36.63.81.50
info@studiolabo.it
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